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Abstract 

The physics of hadron colliders is briefly reviewed. Issues for further 
study are presented. Particular attention is given to the physics opportu- 
nities for a high luminosity (1 100 pb-‘/experiment/run) Upgrade of the 
Tevatron Collider. 

1 Introduction 

This workshop is dedicated to the study of the physics opportunities at 
Fermilab in the 1990’s. The operation of the Tevatron Collider at significantly 
increased luminosity wilI provide a major source of these opportunities. The total 
integrated luminosity in the 1990’s at fi = 2 TeV should be in excess of one inverse 
femtobam and by 1995 a typical integrated luminosity (per experiment per run) may 
well be in excess of 100 pb-‘. The plans for the Tevatron Upgrade are discussed in 
detail by S. Holmesl). 

As far as can be foreseen in 1989, the three generation standard model wilI 
be as healthy in the 1990’s as it is today. Thus, much attention will be focused on 
finding top, searching for the Higgs bosoq pinning down the KM matrix elements 
through mixing and CP violation measurements, and more precisely testing the 
gauge structure of the standard model. 

In the following Sections, both the standard model and some possible ex- 
tensions are discussed. Within the standard model I touch on tests of QCD, what 
can be learned from single and pair production of Electroweak bosons, the signals 
and associated discovery reach for top, and b physics potential. Beyond the standard 
model I explore the possibilities of new gauge bosons (W*’ and Z”‘), enlarging the 

‘Talk presented at Physics at Fermilab in the 1990’s, Breckenridge, CO, August 15-24,1989. 
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symmetries via supersymmetry, new dynamics replacing the standard Higgs, and 
composite quarks and/or leptons. 

2 Precision Tests of QCD 

In hadron colliders the fundamental collisions of interest at high energy are 
the subprocesses with the constituents of the proton and antiproton as the initial 
states. There are three basic features of these interactions that give hadron colliders 
their unique character. First, many different subprocesses can be studied. Unlike 
efe- colliders subprocesses for a variety of initial states (u, d, s, c, b, or t quarks, and 
gluons) are accessible in the same experiment. Second, the energy of the subprocess, 

J; 8, is not fixed. Therefore by increasing the luminosity, higher subprocess energies 
can be studied at fixed hadron collider center of mass energy. Finally, QCD predicts 
the behaviour of the distribution function of the various partons as a function of 
subprocess energy as well as the subprocess cross section itself. 

Processes involving high momentum transfer are calculable and testable. 
Theory predicts both the basic parton cross sections and the Q’ evolution of the 
structure functions which determine the parton luminosities for the initial quarks 
and gluons in the subprocess. FinaI state quarks and gluons are identified experi- 
mentally as well collimated jets of hadrons. 

Comparisons between theory and experiment for a variety of jet physics 
have been very successful both at CERN SppS (4 = 630GeV) and the Tevatron 
(6 = 1.8 TeV ). One such comparison between theory and experiment for inclusive 
jet production is shown in Fig. 1. 

The behaviour expected by theory agrees very well with the experimental 
data. In particular, the scale variation (Q’) as a function of ~5 is in agreement 
with theoretical expectations. Other tests of the theory such as the dijet angular 
distribution or the ratio of 21314 jet events also agree with QCD expectations. 

In all respects the qualitative agreement between QCD and the observed 
jet phenomena in hadron collisions is spectacular. The emphasis for the coming 
decade wilI shift to precision tests. Thus the experimental imperative will be to 
reduce the systematic errors in jet measurements. The associated theoretical issue 
is how to match perturbative calculations (beyond leading order) to the measured 
cross sections. 

Some of the precision tests which will be important in the coming years 
are the production of electroweak gauge bosom at high transverse momentum and 
Drell-Yan production. Another example is the direct photon production process. 
This last process is interesting because the energy of the photon can be measured 
very accurately experimentally and the complete next to leading order (CYIX:) calcu- 
lation of the cross section is available4). The main problem theoretically is that the 
experimental requirement of photon isolation is difficult to implement in a natural 
way in the order (aa:) QCD calculation. 
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Figure 1: Scaled jet cross section as a function of zL = 2E,/& for CDF, UAl, UA2, 
and AFS experiments. QCD predictions using Duke and Owens structure functions 
Set II21 with a process scale Qs = Ef/2. From F. Abe et a131. 

The accurate measurement of various structure functions in hadron collid- 
ers is likely to become a major activity in the coming decade. For example, the gluon 
distribution can be probed using measurements of heavy quark pair production, es- 
pecially bottom pair production. The charm distribution can be probed through 
the parton subprocess, 

c+g+c+-y. (1) 

In following sections, I will discuss some examples of how the more accurate knowl- 
edge of these distributions will be useful. 

3 W and Z Physics 

The production rates for the electroweak bosons W* and Z” are substantial 
at the Tevatron collider. The mass of the Z” is measured both in hadron interactions 
at the Tevatron and SppS colliders and in efe- collisions at SLC and LEP. It is 
encouraging to observe the accuracy in the measurement of the Z” mass obtained 
by CDF at the Tevatron5), 

90.9 4~ 0.3 f 0.2GeV (CDF). 
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Of course, the most precise measurement of the 2’ mass will come from LEP. 
Presently, the most accurate measurement for the W* mass is from CDF’), 

80.0 i 0.2 (stat) zh 0.3 (energyscale) f 0.5 (syst) GeV (CDF). 

The cross sections for single and pair production of electroweak bosons 
are given in Table 1 of Section 6. With a integrated luminosity of 100 pb-’ about 
2 x 10s W* and 6 x 10s Z” will be produced. 

There are two important measurements for single EW boson production. 
First is the ratio of the partial rate into electron neutrino via the W to the partial 
rate into electron positron via the Z, 

R = 
c(pp + w + ev) 

u(pp --t z t e+e-) 
r(W + ev) r(Z) R 

= l?(Z-+e+e-)r(W) -’ (2) 

R, = “‘Fy -+ WI 

dPP --t Z) . 
The expectation for R as a function of the top quark mass, mt, and the number of 
neutrinos, NY, as determined by Martin, Roberts and Stitling’l), is shown in Fig. 2. 

The sensitivity to the mass of top and the number of neutrinos arises due 
to their contribution to the width of the W and Z. Hence’the preliminary value of 
R reported by CDF6), 

R = 10.3 % 0.8 (stat) & 0.5 (sys), (4) 

constrains the number of generations and the range of top masses. The measurement 
of the Z width at LEP and SLC rules out both a fourth generation and a top mass 
much below Mz/2. The limits on top masses from existing searches at CDF rule 
out top masses which allow the W -+ t + 6 decay if top decays in the way predicted 
in the three generation standard model, The measurement of R is sensitive to top 
masses between Mz/2 and Mw - rnb independent of decay mode. 

One nonstandard decay mode which is natural in both technicolor and 
supersymmetric alternatives to the standard model is the decay, 

to a charged Higgs and a bottom quark. If top is lighter than the W, then this decay 
mode dominates, the present method of looking for top in final states with electrons 
or muons fails, and the existing bounds disappear. 

Therefore, it is essential to improve the accuracy of this measurement in the 
future. More generally, R is a measure of the ratio of W/Z widths. Combined with a 
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Figure 2: Comparison of data and theory for the R ratio. 

precise measurement of the Z width as expected at LEP. An accurate measurement 
of the W width can be extracted. If the combined statistical and systematic errors 
on the measurement of R can be reduced to zbO.1 in a lOOpb-’ run, the ratio of 
W/Z widths will be measured to one percent. Thus this ratio will be known as 
well as the Z width itself. The statistics is dominated by the number of Z0 -+ l+Z- 
decays observed, and it is easy to determine that this error can be reduced to less 
than one percent. The systematic errors are more difficult, and extensive study 
will be required to estimate how much these errors can be reduced. There are also 
theoretical uncertainties in the ratio R,. The main uncertainties in R, are: 

1. Uncertainty in the ratio of the valence up to valence down distributions at 
values of x relevant to W production. The present structure functions vary 
significantly in that region. A number of proposals have been made to improve 
these uncertainties, including a method of Berger et al81 to use a measurement 
of the asymmetry of W production to directly determine the required ratio of 
distributions. 

2. Uncertainty in the contribution of the charm quark to the production of W+ 
from the C+B initial state and to the production of Z” from the cz initial state. 
The net effect on R, is about 4 & 2 percent at present. As discussed in the 
previous section, one might try to directly measure the charm quark distribution 
function in hadron colliders by observing the a charm quark associated with a 
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Figure 3: 6R versus nt for Mz= 91 GeV and ma = 100 GeV. 

high transverse energy photon final state. 

It is probable that the errors in the ratio R, due to theoretical uncertainties can be 
reduced over time to under one percent. 

The second important measurement for single EW boson production is 
the mass difference between the W and the Z. In the standard model the radiative 
corrections modify the relation between the parameters of the model. Defining 
sin*(&) ala Marciano and Sirlin’l, 

Mi? sin’(0,) z 1 - - 
M.i 

The radiative corrections are contained in the factor 6r which is a function of both 
the top mass and the Higgs mass. The dependence on the top mass is large, as 
shown in Fig. 3. The dependence on the Higgs mass is logarithmic and weak. 

The resulting constraint on the top mass as a function of the measured 
values of the W and Z masses is shown in Fig. 4. 

Assuming the uncertainty in the measurement of MZ - Mw can be re- 
duced to flO0 MeV, then the mass of top will be constrained to within &lo GeV. 
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Figure 4: Relation between Mz - Mw and the top mass as a function of Mz. The 
dashed curves are labeled by the associated top mass. The solid curve gives the 
bounds on the standard model parameters obtained by combining data from the $ip, 
efe- and ~6 sectors”). 

Furthermore, at this level of accuracy, the measurement of Mw becomes a very 
sensitive probe of possible physics beyond the standard model. The feasibility of 
measuring the mass difference to this precision requires further study. 

4 Top Discovery 

Top is the only remaining undiscovered fermion in the standard model. Its 
mass is a fundamental parameter of the standard model. The current bounds on top 
imply that the top mass is not significantly less than the W mass. Such a heavy top 
is interesting from both the theoretical and practical viewpoint. I will mention some 
of the theoretical aspects at the end of this Section. However from a purely practical 
viewpoint the heavier the top mass the more interesting a top factory becomes. The 
kinematic range available to explore new physics in top decays is substantial for 
heavy top. Rare decays look particularly interesting if the top mass turns out to be 
160 GeV or more. But first I will review the production and detection of top as a 
function of its mass. 

There are two main production mechanisms for top. First, if kinemati- 
tally allowed, top can be produced in the decay products of EW bosons produced 
in hadron collisions. For the CERN SppS energy the W* decay is the dominant 
production mode for top with a mass below 80 GeV. Second, since the top quark 
is colored, top pairs can be produced from a two gluon or quark-antiquark initial 
state via the strong interactions. This mechanism is the dominant mechanism at 
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Figure 5: The total cross section for top pair production as a function of mt. The 
solid curve is for fi = 2 TeV and the dashed curve is for fi = 1.8 TeV. EHLQ 
structure functions’l) with A = 290 MeV were used. 

Tevatron energies (and above) even for top masses below Mw. For nzt above Mw, 
only gluon fusion contributes. 

The rate of top production due to the gluon fusion mechanism is shown in 
Fig. 5 as a function of top mass. 

At Jj = 1.8 TeV, with an integrated luminosity of 5pb-‘, 1000 top pairs 
are produced up to a top mass of 85 GeV and 100 top pairs are produced up to a 
top mass of 120 GeV. At J; = 2 TeV, with an integrated luminosity of lOOpb-I, 
1000 top pairs are produced up to a top mass of 160 GeV and 100 top pairs are 
produced up to a top mass of 250 GeV. 

There are two principal modes in which to search for top. The bounds 
on top mass obtained by either method assumes the standard model decay branch- 
ing ratios. 

One method triggers on a pair of isolated leptons. If each top quark de- 
cays semileptonically, then the signature is two leptons well isolated from the jets 
associated with the hadron decay products. In particular, for 40 GeV 5 rnt 2 Mw, 
the e*pF mode is essentially background free and provides an ideal signature. Be- 
cause the combined branching rate for this mode is only 2%, the reach is somewhat 
limited. The present CDF bound based on this method is12), 

28 5 mt 5 72 GeV. 

The other method of searching for top triggers on one charged lepton, some 
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number of jets and missing energy. This method is sensitive to the case in which 
one top quark decays semileptonically and the other nonleptonically. The branching 
ratio for the final state with an electron, antineutrino, and two or more jets is 14%. 
However, this mode has a background from the production of a high transverse 
momentum W accompanied by QCD jets. This background has been calculated for 
W plus two jets13-14) and W plus three jets 14). The rate for W plus four jets is 
being calculated at this time. The present CDF bound based on this method is12), 

40 5 mt 5 77 GeV. 

For Mw< rnt 5 120 GeV the background from W plus two jets is serious. The 
processes which produce W plus two jets are, 

n+q + w+g+g 

qfg + w+q+g 

9+9 -+ w+q+q. 

The theoretical rate for this background has been calculated by Mangano and 
Parke13). For a 90 GeV top mass the signal to background ratio is approximately 
one. 

For heavier mt the top decays more frequently produce an event with three 
or four observable jets. Since the rate for W plus three jets is expected to be 
approximately l/5 that for W plus two jets, the signal to background improves 
considerably. Therefore with increasing luminosity the range for a top discovery will 
improved dramatically in this mode. For 100 pb-’ at & = 2 TeV, the discovery 
limit for top will exceed 220 GeV. 

A good vertex detector could also aid in the identification of heavy top in 
the lepton, missing energy and jets mode. If four jets are observed, two of them 
should be primary b quarks. 

Finally, it is interesting to speculate on the theoretical implications of heavy 
top. There are many theoreticalideas which suggest the possibility of a heavy top15). 
One basic element of a number of these speculations is the observation that the one 
loop contribution to the parameters in the scalar potential is opposite for fermions 
to the contributions for the EW bosons and the Higgs scalar itself. For example, 
the logarithmic corrections for the scalar self interaction A as a function of the mass 
scale probed (denoted M here) can be expressed as, 

X(M) = X(v) + Blog M/v. 

where Y is the vacuum expectation value of the scalar field (N 125 GeV) and, 

v’B-(ZM:,+M~)-4Cm;+m~. 
f 



Figure 6: The vacuum stability bounds for different cutoffs (M = A here). The solid 
curve is for A = IO” GeV and the dashed curves represent lower cutoffs. The lower 
bound for top masses below the W mass is the standard Linde-Weinberg bound and 
is shown as a dotted line. See Lindner, Sher, and Zaglauer 16) for details. 

If B i 0, X becomes negative and the scalar potential becomes unstable at some 
scale M > v. 

Only the top quark gives a significant negative contribution to B. Since the 
top mass and the Higgs mass are the only undetermined parameters in the standard 
model, the requirement that B is positive up to some scale M implies a lower bound 
on the Higgs mass BS a function of the top mass for large top masses. The bounds 
computed by Lindner, Sher and Zaglauer 16) are shown in Fig. 6. 

5 Bottom Production 

To study b physics such as mixing, rare decays, and CP violation requires 
large event rates. The benchmark in b physics is provided by CESR. A peak lumi- 
nosity of L = 103’ cm-’ set-’ has already been attained. This luminosity allows 
the production of 10e bi; pairs per year on the T4S peak. After the CESRII up- 
grade a one year run will collect 10’ b& pairs. -Of course, for the study of B, and 
baryons containing b quarks, fixed target and the Z factories will dominate. Hence, 
for hadron colliders to be competitive they need to have very high rates, in excess 
of 10s bi pairs per year. 

The total cross section for b production in pp collisions is subject to some 
theoretical uncertainties. Principally these uncertainties are due to large order a,3 
contributions, and sensitivity to the gluon structure functions at small x where they 
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are not well known. Nonetheless, it is clear that with 100 pb-l at 4 = 2 TeV, at 
least lOlo b& pairs will be produced per run. 

What studies should be done with all these produced b’s? There are many 
important physics milestones on the way to the eventual study of CP violation in 
the B meson system. Some of these milestones are: 

1. Map out the dynamics of b& production. 

2. Identify reconstructable final states for Bd and B, mesons. 

3. Look for secondary vertices associated with the decay chain b + c + 3. 

4. Study mixing in the same/opposite sign dimuons. Can the impact parameter 
dependence of the ratio be studied with a good vertex detector. 

5. Study rare decay modes. 

At the SSC both the luminosity of the machine and the production cross 
section increase by approximately a factor of ten. To be able to handle the b physics 
environment at the SSC, the study of b physics in hadron colliders needs to begin 
in earnest nour. 

6 Electroweak Pair Production 

The electroweak gauge boson pair cross sections are important probes of 
the gauge couplings and the nature of the EW symmetry breaking. The single and 
pair production cross sections are shown in Table 1. 

From the production rates in Table 1 the possibility of studying WfW-, 
W’Z”, and Z”Zo processes does not look encouraging even with lOOpb-* of inte- 
grated luminosity. Less than 1000 events will be produced in all these modes. 

The situation for detection is also bleak. The four jet background over- 
whelms the EW pair signal with both EW bosons decaying into hadrons. For the 
opposite case of both EW bosons decaying into leptons, the rates are too smell 

Table 1: Total cross sections for single and pair production of electroweak gauge 
bosom. No rapidity cuts were imposed. For W*r the photon energy was required 
to be more than 10 GeV. All cross sections are in picobarns . 

(Te$c2) W* Z” 
Process 

w+w- w*zo zozo Wfy 
1.8 1.9 x 10’ 5.9 x 103 6.1 1.2 0.8 15 
2.0 2.1 x 10’ 6.5 x lOa 7.5 1.8 0.9 16 
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even with lOOpb-’ of integrated luminosity. For the case of one hadronic and one 
leptonic decay, the rates are too small for all but the production of W’W-. In 
this remaining case the possibility of detection depends on the background from top 
decays. If top is heavier than the W, then top decays present a serious background 
to observation of W+W- pairs. If the top mass is between 85 and 100 GeV, the 
situation is hopeless. However for very heavy top there is some possibility that the 
W+W- pairs might be observed in the kinematic range below the Tt production 
threshold. This possiblity merits further study. 

In any case it is still possible to see new physics effects which produce 
dramatic changes in the EW pair cross sections, e.g. a large resonance in W+W- 
or W*Z”. I will come back to this point in Section 9. 

A more promising class of processes to study at the Tevatron is the as- 
sociated production of a W or Z with a photon. For example, the cross section 
1~ + ;i -+ W+ + 7 given in lowest order by, 

,I& = 
dtdu 

h/30( GFM$) \yirTg,): > 

[aM& - ut + l/2(74 + t)‘]6(8 + t + u- M&) 

where Q, = Z/3 and Qz = l/3. This cross section vanishes at, 

cost&+ = -;I + ;I = -l/3. 

(6) 

(7) 

This radiation zero is sensitive to the specific form of the W+W-y coupling 
dictated by the gauge theoryl’l). It is therefore sensitive to an anomalous magnetic 
moment of the W. However, this cross section can be used to bound any anomalous 
magnetic moment only if this radiation zero survives the order a, corrections. The 
complete order a, QCD corrections to the cross section and differential distributions 
for this process have recently been calculated “). Since the radiation zero survives, 
it is worthwhile to study the sensitivity of the Upgrade to an anomalous magnetic 
moment for the W. 

7 New Electroweak Bosons 

New W* and Z” bosons are required in almost any model which enlarges 
the electroweak gauge group beyond the SU(2)r. @ U(l)y of the standard model. 
One class contains left-right symmetric models lg) based on gauge groups containing, 

.wqr. 63 SV)R @ W)Y, (9) 

which restores parity invariance at high energies. These models require an addi- 
tional charged gauge boson. Other models, notably the electroweak sector derived 
from SO(10) or EB unified theories, exhibit additional U(1) invariances. These will 
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Figure 7: Total cross section, c (nb), for production of a new charged gauge boson, 
W’*, in gyp collisions at 6 = 1.8 TeV (solid line), and 2.0 TeV (dashed line). The 
EHLQ structure functions”) with A = 290 MeV were used. The same couplings as 
the standard W* are assumed. 

contain an extra neutral gauge boson “1. All the se models have new gauge coupling 
constants which are of the order of the SU(2) L coupling of the standard model. 
In order to be consistent with existing limits from deep inelastic leptoproduction 
experiments, the mass of any new gauge boson must be at least a few hundred 
GeV/c’. 

Assuming a new charged gauge boson, W’, with the same coupling strengths 
as the ordinary W, we obtain the cross section for production in up collisions shown 
in Fig. 7 at the Tevatron collider. 

For a new neutral gauge boson, Z”, with the same coupling strengths as 
the ordinary Z, the production cross sections are similar to the corresponding W+ 
cross sections. 

Again assuming standard model couplings, the discovery of new interme- 
diate neutral gauge boson, a Z”, will require at least 100 produced events. The 
discovery of a new intermediate charged gauge boson, a W*, will require at least 
ZOO produced events for the sum of the W’+ and W’- final states. For fi = 1.8 TeV 
and an integrated luminosity of Spb-‘, the discovery limits are 390 GeV for a Z” 
and 400 GeV for a W’. For 4 = 2 TeV and an integrated luminosity of lOOpb-‘, 
the discovery limits are 670 GeV for a Z” and 730 GeV for a W’. 
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Figure 8: Gluino pair production cross section in nanobarns. All squark masses are 
assumed large relative to the gluino mass. The cross section for fi = 2 TeV and 
J;; = 1.8 TeV are denoted by solid and dashed curves respectively. EHLQ structure 

functions’I) with A = 290 MeV were used. 

8 Supersymmetry 

In supersymmetric theories there is a symmetry which pairs fermions and 
bosons in the same supermultiplet. If supersymmetry occurs in nature, this sym- 
metry must be broken, since the superpartners of the ordinary fermions and gauge 
bosons are not yet observed. The superpartners of the usual quark and gluon are a 
scalar color triplet squark and a spin l/2 color octet gluino. They can be produced 
via the usual strong interactions. The cross section for gluino pair production is 
shown in Fig. 8. 

In the simplest decay pattern, the gluino decays into a gluon and the 
lightest mass neutral superpartner (the neutralino), or into a squark and quark. 
The squark decays into a gluino and quark or into a neutralino and quark. The 
particular decay mode depends on whether the squark or gluino is heavier. The 
neutralino escapes the detector without interactions, leaving missing energy as its 
only signature. 

Using this missing energy signal, CDF has put limits on the possible masses 
for gluinos and squarks as shown in Fig. 9. 

From the present 5pb-’ run the discovery limit for a squark or gluino should 
increase to 140 Get’ and with an integrated luminosity of IOOpb-’ the discovery limit 
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Figure 9: Gluino and light squark mass limits from CDF resulting from the 1987 
Tevatron collider run. 

will be extended to 210 GeV. 
It might even be possible to observe some of the superpartners that can’t 

be produced strongly (& 1;., ji, Lip, i, lir, J%‘, i,T, J?J) at the Upgraded Tevatron. Be- 
cause of the very high luminosity at the Upgrade, Drell-Yan and virtual W and 
Z processes may extend the discovery potential for some of these superpartners to 
masses inaccessible to 2’ decays at e+e- colliders. This possibiEty deserves study. 

9 A New Dynamics 

If new strong dynamics at the TeV scale replaces the standard model scalar 
sector, then it is reasonable to expect that some “low” energy signals of this new 
physics might exist. The two options for such a new dynamics are: 

l Replace the Higgs sector only. The original example is Technicolor 22). More 
recently a modification of the usual Technicolor, called Walking Technicolor 23) 
has renew interest in this dynamics. It relieves the problems with flavor chang: 
ing neutral currents found in the original version of Technicolor. 

l Composite quarks/leptons. If there is a new dynamics that replaces the Higgs 
sector, it is possible that quarks and/or leptons are also composite with a 
dynamics at the same scale, i.e. in the few TeV range. 

How can these ideas be tested at the Tevatron operating at high luminosity? 
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9.1 Walking Technicolor 

Walking Technicolor models naturally allow two scales of new dynamics 24). 
The technifermions are assumed to be left-handed doublets and right-handed singlets 
under the weak interactions. Under the Technicolor group, assume that one set 
of Technifermions are in the fundamental representation (RR,), and the other in a 
higher dimensional representation (R,). Define Ai as the characteristic scale of chiral 
symmetry breaking for the Technifermions in Technicolor representation I&. Then 
with some reasonable assumptions, the dynamics of these models can be calculated. 
The results are: 

. A1 is set by the scale of electroweak symmetry breaking. 

. The Technihadrons containing only T1 Technifermions are potentially observ- 
able at Tevatron energies. 

With regard to the last point, the most easily observable Technihsdrons 
containing 2’1 Technifermions are the Technirho pl, a TIT1 state with Jcp = l--, 
and the Technipion ~1, a TIT, state with Jcp = O+-. Both these particles s.ze 
triplets under Sum. The p1 state can be produced in hadron collisions through 
the process, 

n+q-+ (virtual)W*,P,ory + pl. (10) 

The pl decays mainly into pairs of Technipions, one Technipion and one EW gauge 
boson, or a pair of EW bosons depending on whether mP, > 2m,,, m,,+ Mw< 

mp, < 2m*,, or 2Mw < mp, < m,,+ Mw. By comparison, the x1 is expected to 
decay to the heaviest quark pair allowed. 

In a specific model one finds that, for mP, = 250 GeV, the x1 has a mass of 
130 GeV, so p1 -+ a,+ Mw is the dominate decay of the Tech&ho pl. The width of 
the Tech&ho is approximately 450 MeV. The total cross section at 4 = 1.8 TeV 
for the p: decaying into W’ plus anything is 4.4 pb while the cross section for the 
py decaying into 2’ plus, anything is 1.8 pb . Such a resonance should be observable 
above the W*(P) plus two jet background at the Upgraded Tevatron. 

9.2 Composite Quarks/Leptons 

If quarks are composite, then the interaction between quarks at low energies 
relative to the scale of their compositeness contains a contact term in addition to the 
usual QCD gluon exchange interaction 25). One possible form of this new contact 
interaction is, 

(1 -rdq* (1 -7dq 
2) p 2) . (11) 
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Figure 10: The effect of quark compositeness on the jet differential cross section as 
a function of jet PT. The dashed curve is the QCD result for & = 2 TeV, while 
the upper, middle and lower solid curves represent the compositeness scales A* = 1, 
1.5 and 2.0 TeV respectively. EHLQ structure functionsll) with A = 290 MeV were 
used. 

The low energy signal for this contact interaction is a modification of the jet differ- 
ential cross section at high transverse momentum. The effects of various scales of 
quark compositeness A” are shown in Fig. 10. 

If both quarks and leptons are composite, a new type of contact term can 
arise25), 

ply 2 * 2 . 
4R - r(l - rs)lq7 (1 - rdq 

(12) 

The modification of the Drell-Yan cross section again produces a large enhancement 

Table 2: The discovery limits for observation of the effects of quark compositeness 
in hadron collisions at the Tevatron. 

Process Probed 1 4 = 1.8 TeV 5 pb-’ 1 ,,G = 2 TeV 100 pb-’ 
1 Quark Substructure 1.0 TeV 2.3 TeV 

Drell-Yan contact term 1.2 TeV 2.7 TeV u 
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for high subprocess energy (4) even for rather large values of A’. The resulting 
discovery limits for the present run and a typical run with the Upgraded Tevatron 
are shown in Table 2. 

10 Summary 

For most of the next decade the Tevatron Collider will provide the highest 
energy parton collisions in the world. The Upgrade will greatly increase the lumi- 
nosity of the pp collisions, and thus make even higher parton level energies available. 
The physics that can be explored at the Tevatron in the 1990’s is rich and varied. 

For the strong interactions, the agreement between QCD theory and exper- 
iment is spectacular. The major push of the 1990’s will be precision tests of QCD. 
Experimentally this means reducing the systematic errors in measuring the energy 
of jets and better determinations of the structure functions for gluons, charmed 
quarks, and the ratio of u,/d, quarks. On the theoretical side, the ability to match 
theoretical calculations to experimental cross sections needs improvement. 

The electroweak interactions will also be probed in fundamental ways in 
hadron collisions. Dramatic improvements in the ability to measure Mw and Mr at 
CDF and UA2 open the possibility of precision tests of the EW sector in hadron 
colliders. Within the standard model this will lead to strong constraints on the 
possible values for the top mass. Finally the question of what accuracy in the 
measurement of the W - Z mass difference is required to put meaningful bounds on 
physics beyond the standard model should be studied. 

The detailed study of W+W-,W*Z’, and Z”Zs pairs will be difficult 
unless there is a resonance or other large deviation from the standard model ex- 
pectations. The W*7 final state can be used to bound the anomalous magnetic 
moment of the W*. 

The study of heavy quark physics will be a major element of the physics 
of the 1990’s. With an integrated luminosity of 2 100 pb-‘, the discovery of a 
standard top is assured at the Tevatron if ml < 200 GeV. For heavy top, mt > Mw, 
there is a theoretical lower bound on the Higgs boson mass. This bound increases 
as the top mass increases. The study of b physics in colliders is just beginning. The 
physics potential is great. With an integrated luminosity of 100 pb-‘, 10’s bii pairs 
are produced. 

There is also considerable potential to glimpse physics beyond the standard 
model. For new gauge bosons (charged or neutral) which couple to the usual quarks 
with electroweak strength, the discovery limits should be 400 GeV from the present 
data and 730 GeV with 100 pb-r. Superpartners of the ordinary quarks and gluons, 
squarks and gluinos, have discovery limits of up to 140 GeV in the present run and 
210 GeV with a 100 pb-’ run. 

A more radical departure from the standard model replaces the scalar 
sector with a new dynamics such as walking technicolor. In walking technicolor 
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models with two scales, the physics of the lower scale may produce a tech&ho 
resonance in the W+W- and W*Z” channels with a mass in the range of 250 to 
400 GeV. Such a resonance would be observable in the Upgraded Tevatron. 

Finally, what if quarks and leptons are composite? The discovery limit 
for the scale of quark compositeness is 1.0 TeV from the present run and 2.3 TeV 
with 100 pb-‘. A contact term in the Drell-Yan process associated with quark and 
lepton compositeness can also be probed up to 1.2 TeV in the present run and 2.7 
TeV with 100 pb-‘. 

The decade of the 1990’s at the Tevatron will bring much progress in our 
understanding of the standard model and most likely some hints about what lies 
beyond as well. 
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